
bands to study their possible utility in establishing a relative
stratigraphic sequence and sampling them for petrographic
study and possible absolute age determination (cf. Fireman,
1986).

We had only 2 days available in which to engage in reconnais-
sance for new stranding surfaces but did locate one in the
vicinity of Goodwin Nunataks (84°38'S 161'31'E). The site con-
tains numerous meteorites, of which we collected only one. It
was collected because of its unusual appearance; I have since
learned that it may be a mesosiderite (Roberta Score personal
communication). (This specimen is not listed above.)

The Gunter Faure party, working at Reckling Peak, Elephant
Moraine, and Allan Hills, found and collected 22 meteorite

fragments for us during their field season. Thus, in total num-
bers of recovered specimens, the season was our most produc-
tive one to date. This research was supported by National Sci-
ence Foundation grant DPP 83-14496.
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Meteorite studies: Terrestrial and
extraterrestrial applications, 1987

M.E. LIPSCHUTZ

Department of Chemistn
Purdue University

West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

Meteorite studies have long been known to yield crucial
information on solar system history (Lipschutz 1986a). In the
past, the reference population for these has been meteorite
falls, i.e., nonantarctic observed falls that were recovered a!-
most immediately. That picture changed markedly with the
antarctic meteorite discoveries and these may well constitute a
different, and better, reference standard for studies of extrater-
restrial material (Lipschutz 1986a; Lipschutz and Cassidy 1986).
Furthermore, antarctic meteorites offer a unique laboratory for
studying terrestrial, especially ice sheet, problems (Lipschutz
and Cassidy 1986). After reviewing the history of antarctic
meteorite discoveries (particularly by the U.S.) and current
scientific investigations of some of these objects, Lipschutz and
Cassidy (1986) listed some terrestrial and extraterrestrial prob-
lems for which substantial advances can be expected from fu-
ture investigations. These include: new information on the orig-
in of solar systems objects or regions; evidence for temporal
compositional variations in the meteoroid complex; advances in
determining the age of ancient ice; a better understanding of
past climate changes and their effects on ice sheet dynamics.

In our laboratory, we use radiochemical neutron activation
and atomic absorption techniques to determine trace and ultra-
trace concentrations (at the part-per-million to part-per-trillion
level) of 12 to 15 elements in each sample. These are chal-
cophile, siderophile, and lithophile elements that are sensitive
to thermal episodes during genetic events. Hence, their relative
and absolute concentrations record preterrestrial and terrestrial
histories that can be deduced from study of the meteorites. This
topic was summarized by Lipschutz (1986a) for analytical chem-
ists. More complete discussions of genetic information from
study of moderately and highly labile elements are given by
Palme, Larimer, and Lipschutz (in press) and Lipschutz and
Woolum (in press), respectively.

Part of the interest in antarctic meteorites comes about be-
cause they include samples of types otherwise rare in the non-
antarctic population or previously unknown ones. These last
include four lunar samples, two being paired pieces of a single
fall. Before our study of one of the pair, Yamato Mountains (Y)
82192, there was no consensus as to whether the three lunar
samples were launched earthward at above escape velocity,

2.4 kilometers per second by more than one impact. Mobile
trace element trends in the first two samples clearly differed,
the pattern in Allan Hills (ALH A) 81005 indicating a typical lunar
highlands rock into which 1.3±0.5 percent Cl chondrite-equiv-
alent had been admixed. In contrast, '' 791197 is among the
most trace-element rich lunar samples known (Lipschutz
1986b). Results for the third sample, y 82192, reveal a pattern
like that in AHL A 81005 with subtle differences: early, rapid
admixture of 2.4±0.8 percent Cl-equivalent into the Yamato
sample; and evidence for an ancient meteorite impact compo-
nent (Dennison, Kaczaral, and Lipschutz 1987). The consensus
is now for three distinct lunar source regions, hence three
separate massive impacts on the Moon. On the 100,000-year
time scale sampled by Antarctica, massive impacts on the Moon
were not uncommon, thus strengthening the likelihood of mul-
tiple impacts large enough to eject martian samples above es-
cape velocity, 5.0 kilometers per second (Lipschutz 1986a;
Lipschutz and Cassidy 1986). As an aside, a substantial portion
of '' 82192 was shock-melted in an impact; mobile elements are
slightly but measurably depleted during this episode as they
are in high-intensity impacts on asteroids (Dennison et al
1987).

Most of the nearly 8,000 antarctic meteorites (representing
1,200 to 3,800 separate falls) are rather common meteorites but
these, too, tell an interesting story. From comparative study of
16 trace elements in 44 nonantarctic H (for high iron) chondrites
(Lingner et al. 1987) with 14 of these elements in 45 antarctic
samples (Dennison and Lipschutz 1987), substantial composi-
tional differences were found.* Contents of 8 of 14 elements in
Victoria Land H5 samples (average terrestrial age, 300,000 years)
differ at statistically significant levels from those of contempo-

* H chondrites are the most common of antarctic meteorites, the ti/t, (for
low-iron chondrites) ratio being 3. Among nonantarctic samples, the
ratio is 1, a highly significant difference indicative of the different
nature of the two populations (Lipschutz 1986a; Lipschutz and Cas-
sidy 1986).
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rary nonantarctic falls or of a small population of Yamato Moun-
tains samples (average terrestrial age, 100,000 years). Five of 14
elements differ significantly when Yamato Mountains and non-
antarctic populations are compared (Dennison and Lipschutz
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Figure 1. Comparison of indium (In) versus thallium (TI) data in H
chondrites: top, nonantarctic falls; bottom, antarctic samples. The
shaded region, which acts as a fiducial mark, represents the envel-
ope of compositions predicted to result from condensation of a
gaseous nebula with solar photospheric (Cl) composition at 5 x
10 to 5 x 10 atmospheres. There is no indium or thallium de-
pendence on degree of shock-loading (recorded by gas retention
age or petrographic properties) in H chondrites: L chondrites show
such a dependence (Lingner et al. 1987). The two populations dis-
tribute differently on the plots, indicating different genetic
conditions.
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Figure 2. Cesium (Cs) versus mean leaching factor for eight ele-
ments in weathered H5 chondrites normalized to less-weathered
ones of types A and B. Samples of weathering type B/C (open
symbols) are interspersed with those of type C (filled symbols)
indicating the absence of a one-to-one correlation of weathering
type with extent of leaching. Qualitatively, numbers 1 and 2 spent
least time on the ice sheet surface and 7 through 12, the most.
Sample 1 is the exposed part of ALH 82102, the only meteorite ever
collected emerging from the ice (Lipschutz and Cassidy 1986).

1987). These data indicate that, on average, antarctic and nonan-
tarctic H chondrite populations have different thermal histories,
hence different origins, and hint that as the age difference
decreases between comparison populations, the number of sig-
nificant compositional differences also diminishes. This dif-
ference is also evident on comparison of physical properties
(thermoluminescence, shock history, cosmogenic man-
ganese-53 contents) or element pairs (figure 1). We are currently
in the midst of a similar study of the oldest igneous rocks-
howardites, eucrites, and diogenites—that date back to the
formation of the solar system, 4.6 billion years ago.

Chemical data may also serve to qualitatively rank meteorites
by time spent on the ice sheet surface (which, with the travel
time in the ice sheet, gives the terrestrial age, measurable from
cosmogenic radionuclides). Dennison and Lipschutz (1987) re-
port that trace elements are depleted in highly weathered ii
chondrites, probably by leaching and that eight elements (co-
balt, gold, antimony, cesium, tellurium, bismuth, indium,
thallium) provide an index for H chondrite weathering on the ice
sheet (figure 2).

This research was supported in part by National Science
Foundation grants DPI 84-15061 and National Aeronautics and
Space Administration grant NAG 9-48.
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